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Molecules that bind DNA and trigger the formation of non-
Watson-Crick secondary structures would be useful in the design
of dynamic DNA nanostructures1 and as potential leads for new
therapeutic agents.2 The small molecule coralyne (Figure 1a) was
recently found to bind poly(dA) with a stoichiometry of one
coralyne per four adenine bases, and to be released from poly(dA)
in a cooperative melting transition around 50°C.3 These observa-
tions suggest that poly(dA) forms a coralyne-dependent secondary
structure. However, the basic features of this putative homo-adenine
structure, such as strand number (e.g., duplex vs quadruplex) and
strand orientation (i.e., parallel vs antiparallel), are not obvious.
Here we demonstrate that coralyne promotes the formation of an
antiparallel homo-adenine duplex. Furthermore, the helix of this
duplex is compatible with flanking Watson-Crick helices. To the
best of our knowledge, this represents the first report of a homo-
adenine duplex at neutral pH.

In Figure 1b we show an image of a nondenaturing polyacryl-
amide gel cast with 20µM coralyne in which the oligonucleotides
(dA)4, (dA)8, (dA)16, and (dA)32 were subjected to electrophoresis.
Of these four oligonucleotides only (dA)4, the shortest of the series,
migrates with the mobility expected for a single-stranded oligo-
nucleotide. Oligonucleotides (dA)8, (dA)16, and (dA)32 apparently
form complexes with coralyne that are too large to migrate
appreciably through the gel matrix.

CD spectra shown in Figure 1c demonstrate that (dA)16 undergoes
a change in secondary structure in the presence of coralyne. The
positive CD bands observed between 310 and 350 nm indicate the
binding of coralyne within the chiral environment of DNA. These
CD bands are quite pronounced for coralyne in the presence of
(dA)16 and (dA)32 at 5°C (Figure 1d). However, a sample of (dA)8

containing the same concentration of coralyne and DNA (in
nucleotide base) exhibits a lower degree of coralyne binding, and
coralyne CD bands are not at all detected with (dA)4 (Figure 1d).
The positive correlation between (dA)n-induced coralyne CD bands
and evidence of high-molecular weight assemblies from gel
electrophoresis studies indicate the formation of (dA)n-coralyne
assemblies that increase in stability with increasing oligonucleotide
length. These results are consistent with the formation of a
multistranded coralyne-dependent (dA)n secondary structure. Fur-
thermore, UV absorption studies confirm that the stability of the
(dA)n-coralyne structure depends on both DNA and coralyne
concentration (Supporting Information).

To directly examine the size and morphology of (dA)n-coralyne
assemblies, (dA)n oligonucleotides in solution with coralyne were
deposited on mica and imaged using an atomic force microscope
(AFM). A representative image from the (dA)16 preparation is
shown in Figure 2a, which reveals polymers of micrometers in
length but only 1.6 nm ((0.3 nm) in height. Similar polymers were
observed for (dA)8 and (dA)32 in the presence of coralyne, but not
for (dA)4, or any of the (dA)n oligonucleotides in the absence of

coralyne (data not shown). The length of these molecular assemblies
suggests the staggered pairing of (dA)n oligonucleotides into quasi-
infinite multistranded polymers that minimize exposed ends of
unstacked bases and maximize binding sites for coralyne.

To investigate strand polarity in the (dA)n-coralyne structures
we prepared the oligonucleotide 3′-(dA)8-5′-5′-(dA)8-3′, an analogue
of (dA)16 that differs by a change in strand polarity at the center of
the oligonucleotide. If the homo-adenine-coralyne secondary

Figure 1. (a) Coralyne chloride. (b) Gel mobility experiment for (dA)n

oligonucleotides in a nondenaturing 15% polyacrylamide gel cast with 20
µM coralyne (run at 4°C ambient temperature). (dT)8 and (dT)16, which
do not bind coralyne, serve as molecular weight markers. Samples loaded
into the gel were 16µM in nucleotide base and 16µM in coralyne. (c) CD
spectra of (dA)16 (55µM in nucleotide base) acquired at 5°C in the absence
and presence of 14µM coralyne. (d) Selected region of CD spectra of four
(dA)n oligonucleotides (each 55µM in nucleotide base) with 14µM coralyne
at 5 °C.

Figure 2. AFM images of homo-adenine-coralyne assemblies (a) (dA)16

and (b) 3′-(dA)8-5′-5′-(dA)8-3′. Both samples were 220µM in nucleotide
base, 55µM coralyne and imaged on freshly cleaved mica after drying.
Polymers measure 1.6 nm ((0.3 nm) in height.
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structure contains only parallel DNA strands, then this particular
oligonucleotide would be restricted to the assembly of structures
only 16 nucleotides in length (Scheme 1). On the other hand, if
the homo-adenine-coralyne structure contains antiparallel strands,
then this oligonucleotide would assemble into quasi-infinite poly-
mers (Scheme 1). The observation of micrometer-length fibers
formed from 3′-(dA)8-5′-5′-(dA)8-3′ and coralyne indicates the
inclusion of antiparallel strands in this structure (Figure 2b). A
similar antiparallel strand arrangement is also likely to exist in the
(dA)n-coralyne assemblies; however, a parallel strand arrangement
cannot presently be ruled out.

To determine if the (dA)n-coralyne structure is composed of
two strands, as opposed to three or more, we tested the ability for
the homo-adenine-coralyne structure to be accommodated within
a Watson-Crick duplex. This was accomplished by repeating the
series of experiments described above with a duplex formed by
the oligonucleotides 5′-GACCCGC-A8-CCTCGCC-3′ (plusA8) and
5′-GGCGAGG-A8-GCGGGTC-3′ (minusA8). These sequences
were designed to form two 7-bp Watson-Crick duplexes that are
separated by eight A‚A mismatches (Figure 3a).

CD spectra demonstrate that coralyne binds to theplusA8‚
minusA8 duplex in a local environment that is the same as, or

very similar to, that of the (dA)n samples (Figure 3b). Job plot
analysis based upon coralyne absorption measurements established
that coralyne binds to the duplexplusA8‚minusA8 at the level of
one coralyne per four adenine bases (Supporting Information),
which is suggestive of an intercalative mode of binding within eight
A‚A base pairs at the level allowed by the nearest-neighbor
exclusion principle.4

UV melting curves reveal that theTm of duplexplusA8‚minusA8
increases by 13°C, from 44 to 57°C, upon coralyne binding (Figure
3c). These results clearly demonstrate that the homo-adenine-
coralyne structure is compatible with the helical structure of a
Watson-Crick duplex. As a comparison, the addition of proflavine,
a well-characterized intercalator of Watson-Crick duplexes,5 only
stabilizes theplusA8‚minusA8 duplex by 2 °C (Tm ) 46 °C)
(Figure 3c).

In conclusion, we have presented evidence that an antiparallel
duplex can be formed between homo-adenine sequences in the
presence of coralyne. We have also demonstrated that this homo-
adenine-coralyne structure can be incorporated into duplex struc-
tures that include Watson-Crick pairs. Poly(rA) is known to form
a duplex with parallel strands and protonated adenine bases under
acidic conditions.6 However, the homo-adenine-coralyne duplex
is likely to be significantly different from the low-pH poly(rA)
duplex, because the strand orientation can be antiparallel and, as
opposed to poly(rA), stability decreases when pH is lowered from
neutrality (Supporting Information). Efforts are currently underway
in our laboratory to determine the exact structure of the A‚A base
pairing that exists within the homo-adenine-coralyne duplex. The
results presented here are complementary to previous reports that
small-molecule binding can be used to alter nucleic acid secondary
structure,7 yet go still further to show that small-molecule binding
can even be used to drive the formation of non-Watson-Crick
duplexes.
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Figure 3. (a) Base alignment in theplusA8‚minusA8 duplex. (b) CD
spectra of duplexplusA8‚minusA8 in the absence and presence of coralyne
(acquired at 5°C). (c) Derivative UV melting curves for duplexplusA8‚
minusA8 in the absence and presence of coralyne and proflavine,
respectively. All samples were 55µM in adenine nucleotide. Samples with
coralyne or proflavine were 14µM in these molecules.

Scheme 1. Assembly Constraints Implicit to 3′-(dA)8-5′-5′-(dA)8-3′
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